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A finite nearfield is a Dickson nearfield if and only if its multiplicative 
group is metacyclic; this is a consequence of the classification of finite near- 
fields by Zassenhaus. Here we prove that an infinite neartield of finite 
dimension over its kernel is a Dickson nearfield if its multiplicative group is 
soluble (Corollary 3). The analogous statement for finite nearfields is false. 
The corollaries for nearfields in this paper follow from results on trans- 
itive linear groups with big soluble subgroups (Theorems 1 and 2); at one 
point, we make essential use of a theorem of Mal’cev [S]. As an 
application, we show that certain infinite non-Dickson nearfields-if they 
exist-contain noncyclic free subgroups in their multiplicative groups 
(Theorem 3); this relies on Tits [ 141. 
1. TRANSITIVE LINEAR GROUPS 
Let V be a (left) vector space over the skew field K. A linear group 
G 6 GQ V, K) is said to be transitive if G acts transitively on the nonzero 
vectors in V. A skew field I!. in the ring End, V is called transitive if its 
multiplicative group L* is a transitive linear group. If in addition K is 
commutative and, per identification with K. id, contained in L, then 
TL( 1, L: K) = L* >a Aut(L 1 K) denotes the semidirect product of L* with 
the group of all K-automorphisms of L, naturally embedded in GL( V, K). 
Finally, 1x1 denotes the cardinality of the set X. 
LEMMA 1 (Hering). Let V he u vector space of finite dimension over the 
skew field K and G d GL( V, K) a transitive linear group. Every reducible 
normal subgroup N qf G is contained in an intransitive skewj,field included in 
End, V. 
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Proof: Hering [2, Lemma 5.1, p. 4441. We sketch the proof. As V has 
finite dimension, we can find a nonzero irreducible N-space in V. Trans- 
itivity of G implies that the nonzero irreducible N-spaces form a nontrivial 
partition of V. Let L be the ring of K-endomorphisms which leave each 
component of this partition invariant. Hering shows by an elementary 
argument that every nonzero element of L is injective (cf. also 
Liineburg [7, 1.6, p. 31). Finiteness of dimension implies that L is a skew 
field. 
LEMMA 2. Let V be a vector space of finite dimension over the skew field 
K and G =S GL( V, K) a transitive linear group. Each normal subgroup N of G 
with 1 GIN 1 < 1 N 1 + 2 is irreducible on V. 
Proof: Suppose otherwise. By Lemma 1, V is a vector space of dimen- 
sion at least 2 over a skew field L with N g L*. Hence L* has at least 
I L I + 12 I N I + 2 orbits on nonzero vectors, whereas N has at most I G/N I 
orbits. Consequently I G/N I >, 1 N 1 + 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let V he a vector space offinite dimension over the skew field 
K and G < GL( V, K) a transitive linear group. If G has a soluble normal sub- 
group N with I G/N 1 < I N I + 2, then K is commutative. 
Proof: K* is isomorphic to the group GU induced by G on a one- 
dimensional subspace U, and N” is a soluble normal subgroup of K*. 
By Scott [lo, Theorem 23 (or Stuth [12, Theorem 41; Scott [ll, 14.4.4, 
p. 440]), NU is contained in the center Z of K. Furthermore, G”/N” 2 
G,.,N/G,N, where G, and Givi denote the pointwise and setwise 
stabilizer of U in G. By Wedderburn’s theorem, we may assume K to be 
infinite, which yields 
But IK*/Z*I <lKl implies K=Z, see Scott [ll, 14.2.1, p.4291. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a vector space of finite dimension over the skew 
field K and G < GL( V, K) a transitive linear group. If G has an abelian 
normal subgroup A with I G/A I < I A I + 2, then K is commutative, and the 
K-algebra K[A ] generated by A is a transitive field which is normalized by 
G, i.e., G < TL( 1, K[ A] : K). 
Proof: K is commutative by Lemma 3. By Lemma 2, A is irreducible, so 
its centralizer C in End, V is a skew field by Schur’s lemma. C is nor- 
malized by G, and irreducibility of A implies that K[A] = C is transitive. 
Finally, the normalizer of C* in GL( V, K) is the semidirect product of C* 
with the group of all K-automorphisms of C (cf. Liineburg [7,9.1, p. 421). 
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Remark. The non-Dickson neat-fields F of order 1 l2 (resp. 23*) with 
soluble F* contain GF( 11) (resp. GF(23)) in their centers, so F* has central 
subgroups of order 10 (resp. 22)(see, e.g., Liineburg [7, p.351 or Huppert 
and Blackburn [S, p. 4181). This shows that the inequalities in Theorem 1 
and in Corollary 1 are sharp. Of course, for infinite V, we may just write 
IGIAI<lAl or lGIAI4Gl. 
THEOREM 2. Let V be an infinite vector space offinite dimension over the 
skew field K and G 6 GL( V, K) a transitive linear group. If G has a soluble 
normal subgroup N of index c such that 2“ < ( N 1, then K is commutative, and 
G normalizes a transitive field extension L of K. id, i.e., G < TL( 1, L: K). 
Proof By Lemmata 3 and 2, K is commutative and N is irreducible. 
Now we can apply a result of Mal’cev [S, Theorem l] (cf. Wehrfritz [ 16, 
3.5, p. 441 or Suprunenko [13, Theorem 6, p. 1351 or Dixon [l, 
Theorem 6.4, p. 1111) to conclude that N has an abelian normal subgroup 
B of finite index. The intersection A of the G-conjugates of B is an abelian 
normal subgroup of G, and we have / N/A 1 6 1 N/B 1’ < 1 N 1, as there is a 
natural injection of N/A into the Cartesian product of the distinct N/BR, 
gEG,andNisinfinite.ThisgivesIG/A)=IG/NI./N/AI<IN(=IAI,and 
so the assertion follows from Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 is not true for finite V, even if G is required to be soluble; the 
counterexamples have been classified in Huppert [4, Sects. 3 and 41, also 
in Liineburg [7, Theorem 37.7, p. 1861. 
2. NEARFIELDS 
A neartield F= (F, +, 0 ) with the distributive law (x + JI) o z = x o z + y o z 
is a left vector space over its kernel 
K- (kEFlko(x+y)=kox+koy for all x, ~EF’}. 
We call F a Dickson nearfield if there exists a skew field L with (F, + ) = 
(L, + ) and x 0 y = x’(“)y for all nonzero y E L, where M is a map from L* 
into the automorphism group of L. A nearfield F with kernel K is a Dickson 
nearfield if and only if the ring End.( F, + ) contains a transitive skew field 
L which is normalized by the linear group G= { (xt-+xoa)la~ F*} E F*. 
Hence we have the following as corollaries of Theorems 1 and 2: 
COROLLARY 1. Let F be a nearfield offinite dimension over its kernel K. 
If F* has an abelian normal subgroup A with I F*IA 1 < I A I + 2, then K is 
commutative, and F is a Dickson nearfield constructed from a commutative 
extension of K. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let F be an infinite nearfield of finite dimension over its 
kernel K. If F* has a soluble normal subgroup N of index c such that 
2’ < 1 N( , then K is commutative, and F is a Dickson nearfield constructed 
,from a commutative extension of K. 
The hypothesis on F* is satisfied if F* is a finite extension of a soluble 
group. In particular, we have 
COROLLARY 3. Let F be an infinite nearfield of finite dimension over its 
kernel. If F* is soluble, then F is a Dickson nearfield. 
Remarks. (a) If F is a Dickson near-field constructed from a finite 
Galois extension of fields using a map CI into the Galois group, then F* has 
an abelian normal subgroup of finite index. 
(b) Even Corollary 3 is false for finite nearfields: there are four finite 
nearfields with soluble multiplicative group which are not Dickson near- 
fields (cf. Limeburg [7, p. 353, Huppert and Blackburn [S, p. 4181). 
(c) Wahling’s Theorems (1.1 ), (1.2) in [ 151 are similar to 
Corollaries 1 and 2 in considering normal subgroups of F*, but the 
additional assumptions are quite different. It follows from Corollary 3 that 
the second possibility in [ 15, (1.2)], a non-Dickson nearfield with special 
properties, does not occur if F is finite-dimensional over its kernel. 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a nearfield of characteristic zero which is finite- 
dimensional over a commutative subfield of the kernel. If F is not a Dickson 
nearfield, then F* contains noncyclic free subgroups. 
Proof Otherwise, by a deep result of Tits [ 14, Theorem l] (cf. 
Wehrfritz [ 16, 10.17, p. 1451) F* has a soluble (normal) subgroup of finite 
index. Then F is a Dickson nearfield by Corollary 2. 
Similarly, results of Platonov (see Wehrfritz [ 16, 10.15, p. 145, 10.9, 
p. 1411) imply the following: Let F be an infinite nearfield of finite dimen- 
sion over a commutative subfield of the kernel. If F is not a Dickson near- 
field, then (i) F* generates the variety of all groups, and (ii) F* has infinite 
Priifer rank, i.e., the minimum numbers of generators for finitely generated 
subgroups of F* are unbounded. 
Note that there are Dickson nearlields F constructed from skew fields 
where F* does contain noncyclic free subgroups; e.g., Hamilton’s quater- 
nions and the Kalscheuer nearfields have multiplicative groups isomorphic 
to lQ+ x Spin(3) (see Salzmann [9, 7.21, p. 541). In fact, every noncom- 
mutative skew field of finite dimension over its center contains noncyclic 
free subgroups in its multiplicative group; this is a consequence of 
Tits [14] Theorems 1 and 2 (Wehrfritz [16, 10.17, p. 1451) of Scott [lo, 
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Theorem 21 (or Stuth [12, Theorem 41 or Scott [ 11, 14.4.4, p. 4401) and 
the fact that the multiplicative group of a noncommutative skew field 
is never periodic modulo its center (Kaplansky [6], or Herstein [3, 
Theorem 3.2.2, p.791). 
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